Medical Math (Quickstudy: Academic)
Synopsis

Essentials for students & professionals - calculations, formulas, measurements, dosages, rates, equivalents and more! 6-page guide includes detailed information on: • basics  • calculations & formulas  • coding measurements  • pediatric definitions  • clinical indicators
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Customer Reviews

Same product here that is sold in my college book store at the same price. This comes in a laminate tri-fold with a 3 hole punch for your binder if needed. Whether you are a student or professional, the information contained on all six sides is pertinent, easy to read and durable. All the math equivalents you’ll ever need are here including common abbreviations, (b.i.d., p.c., po, q.i.d, ss etc...) There is also coding measurement for burns in adults and children, APGAR, Pediatric definitions, clinical indicators, Pressure Ulcer Risk Assessment, lab values, needle length/gauge and on and on...

LOVE IT!

This is a quality product. An asset for any new nurse to have. If it weren't for my RN nurse instructor showing me these, I would have been without an incredible source of information. It is not only math information, but measurements for peds, vital signs, childhood milestones, APGAR scoring and much more. LOVE IT!!!

It gave what I was looking for with dosage calculations and so much more than I wanted! I think it
covered just about the all nursing math if not all!

what a waste of money. This is not a medical math reference guide. It is a conversion guide. There are about 3-4 different med math examples and the rest is conversions and normal values. It's not that it isn't useful information, but it is misrepresented. Don't bother if what you really want is dosage calculations.

I bought many of these cards (in different subjects) from  and they were a GREAT help in nursing school and now as a Nurse I find I refer to them all the time. Recommend highly!

It is good basic information for the nursing student, not so much for the seasoned nurse. If you want information on medication calculation look elsewhere.

Perfect for my Exam, Not a math genius, this definitely makes me one and prepared me for the exam.... Great study guide, lots of info..

I work in a busy ER and this is just what I needed.Dr. I work with uses it also.saves a lot of time.
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